COVID 19 - Reopening of Shooting Clubs
Instructions to shooting clubs
Please read the public health directives issued by your local authorities and adjust your operations accordingly.

These are suggestions.
Please proceed in accordance to the specific recommendations from your Municipal
and Provincial Governments.
We are all reopening at a different pace.
We encourage club officials to consider the following measures to protect its members as well as their
volunteers or employees:
1. Hand sanitizer - Installer of contactless dispensers at required locations in your club. The cleaning of the
main networks is compulsory when your members or volunteers arrive at your club.
2. Reception counter - Plexiglas installer above the counter to protect receptionists.
3. Attendance register - Please review the procedures relating to the attendance register to minimize pencil
sharing and binder handling.
4. Equipment loan - Please review the equipment loan procedures. We recommend that you stop lending
personal protective equipment such as ear muffs or protective glasses.
5. Cleaning of shooting stands between each shooter - The cleaning of shooting ranges (tables, switches,
electronic target console etc.) should be carried out between each change of shooter. We recommend that
you provide cleaning wipes to your members and give instructions to officials that each member is
responsible to clean their lane prior to leaving the range or allowing another shooter to use it.
6. Shooting range limit - In order to respect the physical distance instructions, please measure the distance
between each shooting range and close certain shooting ranges (minimum of 2 meters between each
shooter).
7. Shooting range reservation – We recommend setting up a reservation system to ensure that you can
maintain control over the number of people on the premises at any given time.
8. Duration of use of shooting ranges - Depending on the traffic through your range, a time limit may need to
be imposed to make sure proper physical distancing is maintained.
9. Guests – At this time, we would recommend that members only be allowed on the premises. This measure
should be mandatory in order to comply with the physical distancing instructions.
10. Officials and volunteers – All officials and volunteers are strongly encouraged to wear a mask when
associating with members.
11. No gathering – No large groupings should be allowed in or immediately outside of the premises.

12. Housekeeping in washrooms and common areas - Please review cleaning
procedures and use appropriate products.

Instructions to shooters
1. Frequent hand washing.
2. Avoid touching your face.
3. Respect physical distancing and remain 2 metres from others at all times.
4. If you are experiencing any symptoms, stay home.
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5.
Wearing a mask - in order
protect officials and reception
staff, we recommend that your
members be encouraged to
wear a mask when they enter
your club. The latter could be
removed, if the member so
wishes, when the member is
shooting.

are aware that these
measures disrupt personal
habits. We thank you in
advance for your
cooperation in complying
these guidelines.

more information on
use of masks, please
review this item posted
the WHO on June 5,
2020

https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/corrigendum-to-ig-2020-4-ipc-masks-2020-06-05-pp1516-2020-06-06-e.pdf?sfvrsn=c5992b89_2

Resources:
Club Risk Assessment and Mitigation Tool from the Coaching Association of Canada (CAC):
https://www.sfc-ftc.ca/docs/Club_Risk_Assessment_and_Mitigation_Checklist_Tool_Appendix_B.xlsx

Return to High Performance Sport from the CAC:

https://www.sfc-

ftc.ca/docs/Canada_-_COVID-19_Return_to_HP_Sport_Framework__May_2020.pdf

